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The next three components of MARK are for keyword
recommendation which help analysts describe their interests
more effectively. MARK ranks keywords based on review
ratings, i.e. top-ranked keywords are the ones occur most
frequently in negative reviews. With that ranking, the analysts
can focus on the issues the users complain or dislike. If the
analyst already has a few keywords to start with, MARK can
recommend additional similar keywords. In contrast, if the
chosen keywords are too broad, MARK can narrow them down
by dividing them into smaller, more cohesive subsets. Both
of these functions are based on the semantic similarity of the
keywords, which MARK calculates based on their vector-based
representation learned with word2vec.

Abstract—Mobile app reviews often contain useful user opinions for app developers. However, manual analysis of those
reviews is challenging due to their large volume and noisynature. This paper introduces MARK, a supporting tool for
review analysis of mobile apps. With MARK, an analyst can
describe her interests of one or more apps via a set of keywords.
MARK then lists the reviews most relevant to those keywords
for further analyses. It can also draw the trends over time of
the selected keywords, which might help the analyst to detect
sudden changes in the related user reviews. To help the analyst
describe her interests more effectively, MARK can automatically
extract and rank the keywords by their associations with negative
reviews, divide a large set of keywords into more cohesive subgroups, or expand a small set into a broader one.
Keywords—App Review, Opinion Mining, Keyword

I.

MARK’s last two functions work when a set of keywords is
chosen. Using the standard Vector Space Model and tf.idf term
weighting scheme [3], MARK computes the relevance between
each review and the chosen keyword set before reporting to
analysts the most relevant reviews. It can also compute the
trends of those keywords overtime (based on their occurrence
frequencies in the reviews and their simple moving averages).
MARK plots those trends and marks the sudden changes,
which often indicate when users report wide-spread errors or
major issues [4].

I NTRODUCTION

Online reviews of mobile apps often contain useful user
opinions, e.g. complaints or suggestions, which app developers
can address to improve user satisfaction. However, analyzing
those reviews manually for such opinions is challenging due
to their large volume and noisy-nature. For example, a popular
app like Facebook often gets thousands of reviews each day.
In addition, a prior research reports that more than 60% of
reviews do not contain useful opinions [1].

MARK is developed and deployed as a web-based tool.
Readers interested in MARK are encouraged to access it online
at http://useal.cs.usu.edu/mark and send feedback to ususeal@
gmail.com. The full technical details of MARK are presented
in [5]. In the rest of this paper, we will demonstrate the
usefulness of MARK via two usage scenarios.

We have developed MARK (Mining and Analyzing Reviews
by Keywords), a semi-automated tool to support the analysis
of apps’ reviews. As its fullname suggests, MARK operates
based on keywords. That is, when using MARK, an analyst
can describes his interests in one or more apps via a set of
keywords. MARK then lists the reviews most relevant to those
keywords for further analysis. It can also draw the trends over
time of those selected keywords, which might help the analyst
to detect sudden changes in the related user reviews.

II.

A. Facebook Messenger
Let us demonstrate MARK via the following example.
Assume that we interested in negative user opinions about
Facebook Messenger (one of the most popular apps on Google
Play with hundreds of millions of users). Figure 2 shows the
Launching screen, where we could choose this app for our
analysis. To do that, we type in the word Messenger and apps
with names most similar to that word are listed in the App
Selection screen shown in Figure 3. This screen also shows
basic information about the apps such as description, average
ratings, common keywords, etc. We then can click on the link
of Facebook Messenger to add it to the list of selected apps
showed in the right and click on the Analyze button to go the
next screen, the General Analyses screen.

Figure 1 illustrates MARK’s internal architecture and processing pipeline. First, it crawls raw reviews from designated
app stores1 and only keeps reviews written in English. Then
it extracts keywords from those reviews and pre-processes
them. Because apps reviews often have a lot of typos, slangs,
acronyms, and abbreviations, MARK stems and sanitizes those
keywords with customized stemming rules and dictionaries.
It also learns vector-based representation of keywords using
word2vec [2], which will be used to calculate word similarity.
The resulted keyword data is stored in a common database for
future analysis tasks.

Initially, we are interested in all aspects of this app that get
negative opinions. Thus, MARK lists all potential keywords

1 The current version of MARK works with Google Play. We plan to connect
other online app stores in the future.
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Fig. 1: System overview

Fig. 2: Launching screen for app selection
Fig. 4: Ranked negative keywords for Facebook Messenger

Fig. 3: Selecting Facebook Messenger for analysis
from raw reviews of Facebook Messenger and ranks those
keywords based on their associations with negative ratings (e.g.
top-ranked words like update or login occur most frequent in 1
or 2-star reviews) like in Figure 4. Because the list contains
all possible keywords, to narrow down our analysis, we select
the top 100 (i.e. most negative) out of it. Figure 5 shows the
listed and selected keywords.

Fig. 5: Selection of top 100 keywords

As seen in the ﬁgure, several selected keywords are related
and indicate a more general concern/issue. For example both
keywords crash and freeze could be used to describe the app’s
status when an “unrecoverable error” occurs. Or, battery and
drain often go together to describe the bad “energy consumption” of the app. Therefore, we use the Cluster function
of MARK to divide the 100 selected keywords into smaller
groups, each potentially for a more general concern. Figure 6
shows the clustering results produced for Facebook Messenger.

or related syntactic roles or semantic meanings often have
similar vectors. Thus, MARK divides a keyword set into
smaller subsets of related ones by applying K-mean [6], a
similarity-based clustering algorithm on their vectors. It should
be noted that, because K-mean algorithm initializes its clusters
randomly, the clustering results might be slightly different
between runs of the same analysis!
Browsing the clusters, we ﬁnd one containing keywords
like battery and drain, i.e. possibly related to the user opinions
about “energy consumption”. We select this cluster and remove some keywords that seem to be non-related like data and
phone. We suspect that users might use some other keywords

This clustering task is based on Word2Vec, a distributed,
vector-based representation of words [2]. Word2Vec represents
each word in a vocabulary as a high dimensional vector
learned from a large corpus of text. Words having similar
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Fig. 6: Clustered keywords for Facebook Messenger

Fig. 9: Reviews of keywords for ”energy consumption” in
Facebook Messenger
Excessive CPU and battery usage is leading to quickly drained battery and
overheating even when my tablet is sleeping. Uninstalling until this is ﬁxed; it’s

Fig. 7: Suggested keywords for Facebook Messenger

killing my battery.

Fig. 10: A negative review on “energy consumption” for
Facebook Messenger
for this topic, thus, we ask MARK to suggest more (which
is also performed based on the vector-based similarity of
keywords). Figure 7 shows the suggested keywords, containing
new ones like usage, deplete, and consumption.

Figure 9 shows the reviews listed in the Review Search
screen. As seen, those reviews contain (mostly negative) user
opinions about the energy consumption aspect of this app.
Figure 10 lists one among them. In this review, the user
complains that this app drains his tablet’s battery and makes
it overheated. The issue is so severe that he has to uninstall
the app. According to a conﬁrmation from a developer at
Facebook2 , this problem was caused by a syncing error on
Android (the app keeps syncing between the phone and the
messaging server, thus utilizes a lot of CPU time which leads
to high power consumption and overheat). A newly update
version of Facebook Messenger has been released on February
13th to ﬁx this problem.

Once those keywords are selected, MARK visualizes the
trends of their occurrences overtime which can be analyzed for
abnormal patterns. Figure 8 shows the trends for the keywords
related to “energy consumption”. We could see an unusual
peak in occurrences of those keywords in Feb 2015, which was
after the release of a new version of Facebook Messenger. Prior
works [1], [4] suggest that those sudden changes often occur
when a newly released version of an app contains some defects
or issues that make many users unsatisﬁed. To detect such
abnormalities, MARK analyzes the keyword occurrence counts
as a time-series, computes its simple moving average (SMA)
and the differences between actual counts and SMA values.
If the difference value is signiﬁcant higher (e.g. two times)
than the standard deviation of those SMA values, it indicates
a sudden change in the corresponding occurrence counts.

B. Login issues of several messaging apps
In the previous example, we demonstrated an analysis on
In this section, we present another analysis
on two similar apps: Whatsapp and Viber. Both of them are
mobile apps for SMS and VoIP (i.e. sending text messages
and calling). They both have a very large userbase and many
daily activities. Their functionalities are almost identical and
thus, they could be considered as direct competitors. Thus, we
wonder what are their common problems and what can we
learn from them? In this section, we will demonstrate how to
answer that question with MARK.
Facebook Messenger.

We investigated further into this observation by asking
MARK to query its review database and to return reviews
created in the selected time (Feb 2015) which are most relevant
to the selected keywords. This querying task is based on the
standard Vector Space Model. That is, MARK applies the
tf.idf weighting scheme on the keywords and measures the
relevance between the selected keywords to a review as the
cosine similarity of their tf.idf feature vectors. To help analysts
reading the reviews more effectively, in the Review Search
screen, MARK allows users to sorts the reviews by relevance
(i.e. most related to keywords ﬁrst), by time (e.g. most recent
reviews ﬁrst), or by rating (e.g. most negatively rated ﬁrst).
Users can also ﬁlter the listed reviews by their ratings (e.g.
showing only 1-star reviews) or by using full-text search.

We start with the Launching screen and select them for
analysis. After that, we go to the Keyword Selection screen
as showed in Figure 11. In this screen, we can examine
2 http://androidforums.com/threads/facebook-messenger-batterydrain.902687/
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Fig. 8: Trends of keywords for ”energy consumption” in Facebook Messenger

Fig. 13: Keywords suggested for “login and authentication”

Fig. 11: Ranked negative keywords for

Whatsapp

and

Two presented examples have shown the usefulness of
our tool. For example, it can help app developers to quickly
identify users’ complaints about their apps and the severity of
such complaints (e.g. via the trends and counts of the related
keywords and reviews). Additionally, our tool can help app
developers examine multiple apps (e.g. including competitors
of their apps), identify the common problems and thus, provide
them more information to improve their apps.

Viber

III.

each keyword individually. For example, Figure 12 shows the
analysis for keyword activation. As seen, MARK draws the
trends of this keyword overtime, suggests related keywords,
like login and email, and also lists the relevant reviews.

R ELATED W ORK

Studies on user issue reports and feedbacks of traditional
software are popular in the literature [7]–[9]. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there are very few tools or systems that
focus on analyzing apps reviews. One of them is Wiscom [4].
It introduces several level of user reviews analysis, including
micro level (for a single review), meso level (for reviews of an
app) and macro level (for reviews of all apps in the market).
The authors do sentiment analysis of words using Linear Regression Model is comparable to our keyword negative ranking
scheme but with a different intention. MARK tries to address
the impact of keyword’s concerns to users while Wiscom wants
to address the impact on sentiment of a keywords to discover
inconsistent review.

A quick skim through the reviews suggests that the users
were having trouble with activating their accounts. Thus, we
wonder if this is the only problem they have, or there are
more regarding the topic of “login and authentication”. To
investigate further, we choose the keywords that might relate
to this problem. In this list, it seems like enter is the only
keyword that does not really belong to our case. After that,
we go back to the Keyword Selection screen. At this screen,
we ask MARK to suggest more keywords (e.g. see Figure 13).
We add some of them and search for the reviews. Figure 14
shows the two most relevant reviews. Much to our surprise,
users also talked about the problem of not being able to sign
in using Google email service for both apps.

On “meso level” Wiscom uses a LDA model to analyze
topics of user reviews based on their distribution. Similarly, we
group the keywords using K-mean clustering on vector-space
representation of words, but our approach focus on exploiting
different layers of semantic meaning for words inside the
corpus, which give us a different perspective of user opinions.
To the best of our knowledge, their work is also the ﬁrst
work to mention the use of timeseries on reviews for analysis,
however, their approach was to use root cause analysis based

In this analysis, we have discovered at least two common
problems for two mass messaging apps which made users
rather unsatisﬁed and frustrated. Thus, developers of these apps
or similar ones can learn about these common problems to ﬁx
them when they happen, or prevent them in advance.
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Fig. 12: Ranked keywords for

Whatsapp

and

Viber

Fig. 14: Reviews of keyword for login and authentication problems
on the observed busts in negative or positive comments, which
does not address the problems that may lie inside normal
stream of comments as ours does.

sive approach to do that, while they want to ﬁnd and rank
most informative reviews, so the beneﬁt for developers is
different. Moreover, we focus on keywords level because their
distributed representations can discover more detailed semantic
meanings of user’s reviews. Our tool is the ﬁrst approach to
provide a reliable way to search for relevant reviews using
keywords, which is yet to be mentioned by any prior work.

Another interesting tool is the prototype MARA developed
by Iacob et al [10]. It is designed to retrieve app feature
requests from comments using a set of linguistic rules. These
rules were manually derived from the reviews’ text. This helps
MARA analyzes feature requests and identify their common
topics. Our approach of using keywords also can be used to
ﬁnd feature requests in addition to user complaints, but in
a different dimension of understanding. More over, MARK
allows users to analyze app reviews in a more comprehensive
manner, including time, rating and semantic meaning of words.

IV.

C ONCLUSIONS

Apps reviews analysis is a new research ﬁeld in mobile
apps development. However, its impact can be very wide as the
information extracted from users reviews can be used for many
purpose, including widen the understanding of developers of
their apps, and strategic development of competitor apps. However, reading millions of reviews could be an unfeasible option
for them, thus the need of having a tool capable of analyzing
reviews has risen. In this paper, we introduce MARK, a
tool that can easily and comprehensively help developers to
understand and discover user’s concerns of chosen apps. We
have demonstrated several examples the use cases of our tool
and proved that it can ﬁnd useful information from reviews
for developers and reduce their effort in the process.

Gomez et al. [11] developed a static error-proneness
checker for app based on permissions, based on an empirical
study suggested that there are error-prone permissions reported
in user reviews. As other works, it is different from our main
purpose and approach of mining keyword from reviews.
AR-Miner [1] is another approach in extracting information
from reviews. They proposed a computational framework to
extract and rank informative reviews at sentence level. We
want to discover user’s concerns, and provided a comprehen-
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